Recommend continuation of the Placement Office

The Joint Committee on the Placement Bureau, chaired by Tom Duffy, presented its final report to the Faculty Senate and the Student Life council stating that the abolition of the placement bureau at this time would be "unjustifiable and precipitous.

The report of the joint committee, composed of the Faculty Senate and the Student Life council last October, is the first item on the agenda of today's Student Life council meeting.

The committee could find no discrepancy between the bureau's stated purpose of providing a service to students seeking employment and its actual operation and agreed with the Bureau's "completely open" policy of allowing " bona fide" employers to recruit.

Father Thomas, Director of the Placement Bureau, described a "bona fide" employer as one that has "interviewed on other campuses, has job opportunity brochures, and for which there is at least a slim chance that some students will sign to interview."

Father Flesher was asked at Friday's University forum meeting, whether he would allow the Black Panthers to recruit on campus and what criterion he would use to decide who could and who could not recruit. He replied that he would allow the Panthers to recruit and added that he would allow any "legal" organization to recruit on campus.

The committee was divided by philosophy over the proper role of the Placement Bureau, but instead of making a decision on the split chose instead to present arguments from both sides.

One side of the controversy pictured the question of who to allow to recruit as analogous to the open speaker policy of the University, which allows anyone to come here and speak. "To deny certain students the right of having certain speakers is quite equvalent to denying certain students the right to in- form others," states the report.

An analogy was also drawn between the open-speakers policy and the Student Senate bill requesting that if a petition signed by more than 100 students was presented to a company they would have to send a representative to meet with the students before the company would be allowed on campus.

"Subjecting companies to the necessity of meeting with groups of students prior to their interviewing would be quite equivalent to requiring controversial speakers to visit the campus and meet with students and/or other groups prior to their receiving permission to speak on campus," the report goes on to say.

This side also said that the company's decision whether or not to send a speaker should have some bearing on whether the company would be permitted on campus.

"No justification can be found for requiring a company to send a representative to meet with student groups as a condition for interviewing on this campus," this side concluded.

Another side of the controversy over who to allow to recruit on campus calls the functions of the Placement Bureau and the open speaker policy into question.

communication gap marks forum meeting

by Bro. Patrick Carson

Lack of dialogue was widely discussed in Friday's initial meeting of the University Forum and was cited as a reason why the result is an atmosphere of force and no trust.

The first question from the audience dealt more specifically with the announced topic of the discussion - the Dow-CIA situation. Mr. Philip Faccenda, special assistant to the president, cited as a reason for the necessity of the injection the same notion that the demonstrators used to explain why they felt the university was not heeding the sit-ins by sit-ins and the like. Presently persuasion and example are not emphasized and the result is an atmosphere of force and no trust.
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This side also said that the company's decision whether or not to send a speaker should have some bearing on whether the company would be permitted on campus.
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Father Hesburgh and Alumni Representative Mr. Kearns at Fri- day's meeting of the open University Forum, the first of three such meetings this year.

Forum disappointment fails to communicate

by Don Ruane

"That's the biggest farce the world has ever seen," "Not much was accomplished," and "They're talking about the right topic, but from the wrong perspective," express the varying degrees of disappointment and dissatisfaction with "every evening's University Forum meetings." Several of the students that expressed their opinion of the forum stated that it has the potential for solving the problems of the University because it brings spokesmen for the six communities involved with Notre Dame together at the same time. The problem of the forum, in the opinions of the students is threefold. 1) According to Tom Duffy, the University simply define the situation it is in and discover the causes of the alienation and apathy on campus. 2) The forum has no power to act, only to discuss. 3) The forum of this school can't be solved by nine hours of discussion per semester. The forum itself meet more often if they were to be effective.

Duffy believes that the University will not be able to per- rect until everyone can agree on the situation as it is now. In order to define the situation, Duffy recommends a sub-committee of the forum to study the Dow-CIA situation in depth, to see if all were changes justified.

Another unidentified student thinks that the forum has "all the power" and that its members are "crystallized in their opinions and life styles and will never change." The only way to "bridge this is to have a power transfer or to fight them in the courts."

Jim Rocap, of the Students Against Racism, thinks that the forum members may feel a sense of accomplishment, but he feels many others, could not feel any sense of progress. Rocap feels that the forum has to go straight forward, but not simple. He went on to describe the problem as he sees it. "We talk about the rights of people not being that it has to either stand in front of the door, but what about the rights of people that are being interfered with by starving them to death and by burning children, parents and brothers of the students in the wrong place."

"We don't see any point of whether some man can't speak or his mind or don't have free speech at this particular instance, it's a point of people dying of two thirds of the world starving to death and everyone in there knows it. I just spoke with the acting on it. John Wilson, a junior, added that there are two levels of freedom, the freedom to discuss and the freedom to function. The University is approaching the problem from the wrong perspective because it is limiting the freedom to function, according to Wilson.

The inability of the forum to function was also mentioned by Duffy and in a small group of continued on page 3
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Sniegowski elected chairman of Forum in organization meeting

by Bill Carter

At the closed meeting of the University Forum last Friday, Prof. Donald Sniegowski of the English Department was elected Forum Chairman. The meeting was held just prior to the open Forum meeting Friday evening for the purpose of deciding on organizational plans for the Forum's two proposed meetings during the next semester. Prof. Sniegowski talked about the Forum's organizational details and his role as chairman in an interview with the Observer Sunday evening.

Sniegowski pointed out what he believed was the basic importance of the Forum, "I think the Forum provides an excellent opportunity for all portions of the University to just get together and nure each other. The most important function of the Forum will be listening, listening to all the ideas that are presented at each meeting," Sniegowski said.

In outlining the Forum's organization setup as devised at Friday's meeting, Sniegowski said the Forum had created an agenda committee composed of representatives from the six groups that make up the Forum body. The agenda committee will decide on the agenda for each meeting by consulting with other members of the Forum and anyone else in the University who would like to see some item covered in the Forum. Each meeting will also have a coordinator, one of the representatives from the Forum, who will be responsible for getting the next meeting together and handling any paperwork that becomes necessary such as the distribution of position papers. Sniegowski emphasized the importance of communication before each meeting as a means of eliminating any lack of clarity in the opinions that will be expressed. The agenda for each meeting will be completely open, following the suggestions of Fr. Her­burgh when he proposed the formation of the Forum. The Forum will discuss whatever needs discussion.

Gap marks meeting continued from page 1
protest was necessary — "we don't talk to each other."

As the discussion continued, a number of students brought up this point of asking various members of the administration why the university found it necessary to seek an inj action to prevent protests. At least three members of the forum explained that the injunction in no way banned protests (which, it was pointed out, would be a violation of the constitution) but rather was aimed at forbidding a disruption or an interference with the rights of others.

Graduate Student President James King complained that it was easy to get tied up in particular in this matter. He called for a recognition of the need for freedom in an educational institution but added that it should be tempered with a realization that in a structure there are functions and necessary rules to facilitate functions.

He said that he did not believe that a university should have one group imposing its moral views on another and still be what a university in the true sense of that word.

Phil Wehre took the floor and in an attack which many in attendance took to be face to face, criticized both sides as being Communist-inspired. Some of the delegates and spectators held that both his address and what they considered contrived laughter on the part of some in attendance hampered any serious attempt at dialogue.

As the discussion moved to the Placement Bureau, students questioned not only the role of the office, but also who was responsible for the injunction. Mr. Facenda pointed out the legal process of an injunction and held the position that it might not have taken place had the people involved in opposition to the interviews approached the appropriate university officials before the fact.

According to the presidential assistant, an injunction is only dropped when the subject is resolved because the parties got

Propose continuance of the Placement Office continued from page 1
questioning of the role of the Placement Bureau.

This person felt that some of the corporations which interview here are engaged in "non-Christian" activities, and "if a University is to call itself Christian, it cannot allow those engaged in non-Christian endeavors to use its facilities to further those ends."

The Joint Committee on the Placement Bureau also recommended that the university begin "without delay and to the great extent possible active recruiting on this campus by educational institutions."

A column in The Observer "keyed" to the several companies and government agencies that will conduct interviews on campus during the spring was suggested by the committee. This column would provide space, from "both sides of the employment issue to be discussed in a legitimate and civil­ ized manner."

Concerning interviews during this semester, the committee recommended that interested members of this community be "allowed and indeed encouraged" to man an area in the rotunda section of the administration building and provide information on the policies of the interviewing company to the interviewees and others.

The committee agreed that "few" opportunities existed for students to talk with socially oriented agencies and recommended that the Director of the Placement Bureau "actively invite" such organizations to recruit on campus.

"A significant program of assistance" in helping students land summer jobs is presently being conducted by the Bureau. The committee concluded the committee, and it suggested that a consolidation of summer employment opportunities of social service organiza­tions would "align the Bureau much more closely with activities of growing concern to students and faculty."

At a time when the University is exploring the idea of coedua­tion, the committee thought it "particularly appropriate" to recommend a reciprocal open policy of the placement offices of Notre Dame and St. Mary's. The idea of a consolidation of the two offices into one was also proposed as a question worth further exploration.

Finally, the committee recom­mended that the Placement Bureau prepare a printed brochure summarizing its services, procedures, opportunities for distribution to all members of the university including alumni.
Democrats televised down State of the Union

WASHINGTON (UP) - The Democratic Party replied Sunday to President Nixon's State of the Union address by televising its own version.

"Good," said Mrs. Nixon, a television expert, who said to a woman who had just paid a food bill of $10.52 in a supermarket checkout line, "we have a great deal about inflation and about the rising cost of prices. As a housewife and person who is responsible for shop­ ping for each week's food, I could tell you what inflation means to me.

Well," the woman answered, "that means I don't have to buy a large head of lettuce, we will buy a few, and we will eat the children, or ice cream, and that orange juice we have to really ration. And I have to think about these things new and I used to con­ sider these just quantity items you had to buy and keep up with and they're no longer necessary.

The Democrats did manage to squeeze in a minute for a tradi­tionally buttonholing the deck with the flag message from 78 year old Speaker John W. McCormack, Mass., who praised "young Democrats" and "emerging lead­ ers." The long list of names appli­ ed in shots of young people while McCormack spoke.

Sens. Edward M. Kennedy, Mass., and Fred R. Harris, Okla., the outgoing Democratic nation­ al chairman, did not ask to be in the show. Sens. George S. McGovern, Dak., and William Proxmire, Wis., were not shown or were missing because they are at a meeting of the American Association of University Professors, which is working on an investigation of the Dow-CIA affair.

This year the party turned to its best looking young legis­ lators, found a supporting cast of angry shoppers and unemployed workers and put them in a variety of settings including a supermarket, an abandoned supermarket, a snog covered wedge of the Union address with a long winded speeches.
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"Our hearts were attracted to the very path people in a room. All four are considered possible future presi­ dential candidates.

"The party's ecology expert, was shown on a hillside in Los Angeles with a crowd of young people alongside as he spoke.

looked into a smog covered valley. As they panned down, an intense girl in a yellow hair wig and black "ears" was affecting our hearing and our hormones and everything else that.

"Change of location of lecture required"

The following is a statement by Student Union Academic Commission Chairperson, Richard M. Dowdall, Jr., about the change of location for Mr. Dunne's lecture on Albert Camus.

The Student Union Academic Commission would like to exp­ ress an apology for, and offer an explanation to the last minute change of location for Mr. John Dunne's lecture in conjunction with the Memorial Conference on Albert Camus. Due to the size of the crowd, not fully unanticipated, the heat in the Library Auditorium, and the overall danger and discomfort of the present there, we felt that a change of location was necessary.

Several weeks ago, we speculated that the large and growing crowd would surely attend the lecture by the popular Mr. Dunne, and efforts were made to move Mike Lynce, Conference Chairman of the Union to the Missouri Union auditorium.

As a result of the possible size, the President of the Student Union, Mr. John W.一个重要变化是，在过去的项目中，该组织只接受特定领域的申请，而本次的申请无需限定于某个特定领域。这使得申请材料更加开放和灵活，鼓励更多的人参与进来。
The initial meeting of the University Forum displayed the fact that Notre Dame is quite a ways away from being a totally integrated community. From the tone of the discussions it is obvious that true community will come only if all sides are willing to exert much more effort toward bringing it about.

The Forum got off to a bad start immediately when it was discovered that many of the elected members of the Forum had come to the meeting thinking that it was to be purely organizational. This forced an early close after only 50 minutes of open discussion. The group, however, did elect Professor Donald Linggowski, of the English Department to the Chairmanship. From his initial remarks it appears that he will make every effort to insure that in the future the Forum will remain in session as long as need be to handle any questions that may arise.

It took awhile in the initial sessions for all sides to get use to addressing each other. The traditional "communications gap" made itself apparent as members from some groups turned to making accusations about the sincerity of the efforts of the others instead of talking about the issue. In one case, a student (not a member of the Forum) embarked on a senseless harangue mocking what he conceived the positions of many of the Alumni, Trustees, and Administrators at Notre Dame.

Such outbreaks are regrettable since they only serve to further widen the crevice between students and the older members of the community. That which motivate such outbursts are understandable in some instances, since the lack of communication in the past has served to heighten antagonisms between different groups. In the future, however, we hope that all sides will take the efforts toward constructive dialogue seriously. Closenessindness in the form of childish outbursts or self-righteous assertions of positions should be left out of the Forum's deliberations.

The potential for the Forum can be exemplified in a number of exchanges between participants which served to clear up some misconceptions of different positions. Many opponents of the Placement Bureau have suggested that the university shows favoritism in selecting who will be allowed to recruit. As an example, one student stated, the University certainly wouldn't allow the Black Panthers to recruit on campus.

Father Hesburgh's answer to the question was unequivocal. As far as he was concerned the Black Panthers could recruit on campus. His criteria for letting a firm recruit — the firm must be normal and legitimate. The firm must be engaged in normal activity and must not break the laws of the United States. The exchange cleared up the air and there is at least now a basis to discuss the policy.

Although much work lies ahead for the Forum we believe that it has a great potential. If nothing else, for the first time the leaders from all segments of the community are sitting down at the same time and place and exchanging ideas. There remains a lot that they all have to learn — from each other as well as from other individuals who are not members of the board.

We hope that members of the Forum take their positions seriously. They have the responsibility, we believe, to help bridge the communications gap not only at their meetings but also by helping to mediate situations that arise where there is disagreement between various segments of the community. The upcoming return of Dow Chemical to the campus is such a case. We hope that members of the Forum will work to see that the events of the day are not a repeat of those that occurred in November.
A Notre Dame Dunciad: Concerning a threatening peril

by Ken Walsh

But yet, forestall this all enveloping haze
Which blots out visibility of all case.
Allow me to assert, you are never slight, but clear.
To slice this fog that binds me tight with fear,
And grant me one sweet, liberating breath.
The king's first claim,
As they passed through this dense, perverted steam,
Sweet Etiquette, her rules for forks
Good Grooming rose, a second at the best
And slung this slime upon
But lower sunk into this dread quicksand.
"My
They seek good habits only to pervert.
Their own disgusting, odious estate.
They've had four years in which to cultivate
Were those who've reached the second training stage.
As each looked 'round for something coarse to say
Allowed their pores vile odors to secrete.
His subjects heard and answered to that sound.
His cry went out on campus all around,
And seemed to all a herd of ass unshod.
And delight to tell of a three day spree.
Are those of empty minds but voices loud,
"So
So
"Stand
Before the king the mob came to a halt
With such a greeting, such a fine old

From time to time, a virtue sought to stand,
But lower sunk into this dread quicksand.
With such a greeting, such a fine old

Determining the one who is most
Heart's bells struck twelve, but echoes did not ring;
His highness rose and with a dubious snort,
"This highness rose and with a dubious snort,
Your influence there'll be not left a

I'm sure you'll realize,

"Move
"Move

"As members of the court and royalty.
With this three mountain "M" barb.
That comes when too much ale has been downed;
A roar it spread and ev'ry'body shook.
"Round corners spoken, barmy and look;
The waves rolled high in a once peaceful bay,
And even mighty Oaks had cause to sway.
O'Shang's bronze doors were moved and opened,
Concealing now those figures who had posed."
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Ben-Gurion: Nasser must go before peace

SEDE BOXER, Israel (UPI) - President Gamal Abdel Nasser of Egypt must go if there is to be peace in the Middle East, a visiting Ben-Gurion said yesterday.

"Not only will he have to go, he may not be able to stay," said Israel's first prime minister. "His position is becoming more and more critical."

The conditions for ending the Arab-Israeli conflict formed one part of a UPI interview with Ben-Gurion in his bungalow in this Negev Desert kibbutz.

The 83-year-old leader said American supplies of jet aircraft are decisive in Israeli defense, that a Soviet drive for domination of the Mediterranean Sea is the kernel of Middle East trouble and that Israel should never surrender the Golan Heights it took from Syria nor East Jerusalem it took from Jordan in the 1967 Six Day War.

Ben-Gurion, asked if he thought Moscow would send troops to aid its Arab allies, said, "I don't believe they would send them now because they would be afraid of America."

"But they will send it more and more arms and better arms and they will send in more of their officers to train the Arabs," he said. "This may be very dangerous."

Then what of President Nixon's current month-long consideration of sending Israeli additional F4 Phantom jets to keep

Arab and Israeli arms in balance?

"Jets are the decisive factor," Ben-Gurion said. "The Six Day War was won in the first half of the first day. At noon I knew the war was won. Then (Arab) aircraft were destroyed."

Ben-Gurion, who retired from office in 1963, sat on an un-cushioned wooden chair in the low-collared living room of the green bungalow. The decorations on the walls were as simple as the lifestyle of the Polish Jew who came toage to Palestine 63 years ago in hopes of helping found Israel. These photographs of his children and grandchildren, a painting of his late wife and a copy of Abraham Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation.

Communication gap in Forum

continued from page 2

At this point in the proceedings, the forum was asked for a show of hands on the question of ham many members had read the defense of the students involved in its entirety. All but two had read it at least once.

Returning to the Placement Bureau, Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, University President, said that it was a traditional means of helping students get the jobs they wanted and that he would stop it that night if he thought that they did not want to have it. He suggested various bodies that should discuss the matter and pointed out that if conditions on it were too restrictive, it would be simpler not to have it. Edmund Stephan, Chairman of the Board of trustees, added that he was under the impression that the students wanted the Placement Bureau. After mentioning that he had read the defense twice, he stated that he saw difficulties with certain philosophical undertakings he found there.

No large multimillion dollar corporation exists, he said, which would not be interested in teaching a course, or being involved with the things like the Viet Nam war. He said the University couldn't sit in judgment of 500 interviews.

Stephan added that the university need freedom and quoted Holmes as saying: "Freedom is for the individual. In calling for the acceptance of others points of view, he stressed that force is a tricky thing. You have to like to see used. He uses it as a last resort."

Undergraduate Bill Mitchell said that Stephan had hit on the crux of the problem. In calling for, Fr. Hesburgh as sitting in the judgment. Without the election, he said was impossible. To demonstrate his point, the student told a few stories to the assembled alumni, told a few stories to the assembled alumni, told a few stories to the assembled alumni, told a few stories to the assembled students, told a few stories to the assembled students, told a few stories to the assembled students, told a few stories to the assembled students, told a few stories to the assembled students, told a few stories to the assembled students, told a few stories to the assembled students, told a few stories to the assembled students, who were involved at all the various levels of the universe were involved at all the various levels of the universe were involved at all the various levels of the universe were involved at all the various levels of the universe were involved at all the various levels of the universe.

The final speaker, Luther G. Bellinger, representing the alumni, told a few stories to make a point that he felt that people involved at all the various levels of the universe were involved at all the various levels of the universe were involved at all the various levels of the universe were involved at all the various levels of the universe were involved at all the various levels of the universe were involved at all the various levels of the universe were involved at all the various levels of the universe.

The only other foreign politician represented on the wall is Mayor Richard J. Daley of Chicago, Illinois. In a丘一 resolution, signed by Daley and delivered to the forum yesterday, hangs on a nail. Ben-Gurion wore an Israeli army private's uniform without insignia that he had on at the meeting.

"Dexies," "bennies," "meth" are all called "speed" these days. And people who know "speed" know "speed" kills!

The girl in the picture is named Chris. For over a year, she was on amphetamines, powerful drugs known as "speed." This is how she describes it:

"I think 'speed' is a lot worse than heroin. Kids have got to be just 'do a little more, do a little more,' until that was 33 years of taking it. I know, that's crazy. Because the combination of various members of the Board of Trustees. When Stephan asked him what he would do to remedy this, MacCarry's answer was to study the problems in society in a whole different way. He went on in a way to agree with Stephan's point about the big companies and carried it even farther to criticize the holdings of various members of the Board of Trustees. When Stephan asked him what he would do to remedy this, MacCarry's answer was to study the problems in society in a whole different way.

The final speaker, Luther G. Bellinger, representing the alumni, told a few stories to make a point that he felt that people involved at all the various levels of the university were involved at all the various levels of the university were involved at all the various levels of the university were involved at all the various levels of the university were involved at all the various levels of the university were involved at all the various levels of the university were involved at all the various levels of the university.
Liberal Republicans undecided in Carswell case

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Most of the liberal moderate Republican senators who helped scuttle the Supreme Court nomination of Judge Clement F. Haynsworth Jr. are holding back any commitment on the appointment of G. Harrold Carswell to the high court.

They are, for the most part, keeping their options open while waiting to see if any new information comes up before the nomination reaches the Senate floor.

On the Haynsworth nomination, 17 Republicans and their votes were a decisive factor in the 55 to 45 rejection of the appointment. Of this group, only Sen. Charles E. Goodell, R N.Y., has come out with a formal announcement of opposition.

Goodell, charging that Haynsworth had failed to "heed and promote" the civil rights revolution, is one of three senators who have declared their intentions. The others are Demo­crats—Walter F. Mondale of Minnesota and William Proxmire of Wisconsin.

On the basis of an informal survey among the 17 GOP senators who opposed Haynsworth, it appears that Sen. Jacob K. Javits of New York, will vote against confirmation of Nixon's latest selection for the Supreme Court.

But the survey also indicates that four of the 17 dissent, including Sen. Republican Leader Hugh Scott, and Assistant Senate GOP Leader Robert P. Griffin, plan to vote for Cars­well. Taking a similar stance are Sens. John Sherman Cooper, Ky., and Richard S. Schweiker, Pa.

The commitments of Cooper and Griffin, at least, are not endlessly binding, however. Cars­well's support is firm only if nothing unexpected should surface before the vote and Griffin gives a similar indication.

Griffin, who at first backed Haynsworth and then changed his mind, said, as a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee: "If it came to a vote today, I would vote to report him out."

In addition to Scott, Griffin, Schweiker, and Cooper, Sens. William B. Saxbe, R Ohio, and John J. Williams, R Del., appear to be leaning toward support of Carswell.

Clark hits Carswell nomination

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Former Attorney General Ramsey Clark said yesterday that President Nixon's nomination of Federal Judge G. Harrold Carswell to the Supreme Court "is a sad one for this country."

Clark, asserting that black Americans still look to the high court more than to any other institution for aid in their fight against racial discrimination, accused the President of "tinkering with the confidence of a major part of our people" by naming Carswell.

"These are difficult times for our country and the problem of race is a major part of the underlying difficulties," Clark said in the UPI Washington Wire­house interview.

By choosing Carswell, he ad­ded, "you give the appearance of someone who has been unwilling or reluctant to fulfill the rights of people who have waited many generations to have their rights fulfilled and are still waiting."

"So I think the nomination is a sad one for this country," said the 45-year-old New O­hio attorney. Carswell has re­publicated a speech made 22 years ago during a Georgia election campaign when he advocated white supremacy. He also has denied charges he was hostile to government civil rights lawyers and biased against their cases.

Asked if he had any memory, favorable or unfavorable, of Carswell during the time he was under­standing in the Southeast, the 45 year old Washington New­York Times senior staff writer said in the UPI Washington Wirehouse interview:

By choosing Carswell, he ad­ded, "you give the appearance of someone who has been unwilling or reluctant to fulfill the rights of people who have waited many generations to have their rights fulfilled and are still waiting."

"So I think the nomination is a sad one for this country," said the 45-year-old New O­hio attorney. Carswell has re­publicated a speech made 22 years ago during a Georgia election campaign when he advocated white supremacy. He also has denied charges he was hostile to government civil rights lawyers and biased against their cases.

Army sources said a prison­er taken in the Plain of Reeds fighting yesterday told interrogators that Communist units were moving from Cambodian bases into South Vietnam in an attempt to launch attacks against installations around the delta city of My Tho, 34 miles southeast of Saigon.

My Tho is the headquarters of the South Vietnamese 7th Infan­try Division, largest allied unit in the upper portion of the delta region.

The bomb explosion in Sai­gon, at 6:35 p.m. last night blew out windows in the two story National Press Center in the downtown section and touched off a fire in the empty building. Shreds of glass littered streets filled with Tet celebrants but no injuries were reported.

Authorities said the explosion was caused by a 20 pound plas­tic bomb with a 15 minute fuse which had been placed on the roof of the building at Tu Do and Le Lai streets directly opposite the Vietnamese National Assembly and Car­swell and Continental hotels.

The explosion occurred about two hours after the present cen­ters was vacated by members of the Saigon press corps following the regular daily military brief­ing.

Heavy fighting marks end of Tetnewyear

SAIGON (UPI)—American and South Vietnamese forces, trying to blunt a North Vietnamese drive into the Mekong Delta, yesterday reported killing 88 North Vietnamese and destroying an empty building that Communist units were moving from Cambodian bases near the Cambodian border.

A Viet Cong bomb wrecked part of the new market in My Tho, 52 miles west of Saigon. The Delta area is 60 miles west of Saigon and only six miles from the Cambodian frontier.

Communiqus said the allies killed 32 North Vietnamese sol­diers in the area Saturday and 56 more yesterday. Allied losses were placed at 13 killed and nine wounded.

Military sources said a prison­er taken in the Plain of Reeds fighting yesterday told interrogators that Communist units were moving from Cambodian bases into South Vietnam in an attempt to launch attacks against installations around the delta city of My Tho, 34 miles southeast of Saigon.

My Tho is the headquarters of the South Vietnamese 7th Infan­try Division, largest allied unit in the upper portion of the delta region.

The bomb explosion in Sai­gon, at 6:35 p.m. last night blew out windows in the two story National Press Center in the downtown section and touched off a fire in the empty building. Shreds of glass littered streets filled with Tet celebrants but no injuries were reported.

Authorities said the explosion was caused by a 20 pound plas­tic bomb with a 15 minute fuse which had been placed on the roof of the building at Tu Do and Le Lai streets directly opposite the Vietnamese National Assembly and Car­swell and Continental hotels.

The explosion occurred about two hours after the present cen­tors was vacated by members of the Saigon press corps following the regular daily military brief­ing.

But the survey also indicates that four of the 17 dissent, including Sen. Republican Leader Hugh Scott, and Assistant Senate GOP Leader Robert P. Griffin, plan to vote for Cars­well. Taking a similar stance are Sens. John Sherman Cooper, Ky., and Richard S. Schweiker, Pa.

The commitments of Cooper and Griffin, at least, are not endlessly binding, however. Cars­well's support is firm only if nothing unexpected should surface before the vote and Griffin gives a similar indication.

Griffin, who at first backed Haynsworth and then changed his mind, said, as a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee: "If it came to a vote today, I would vote to report him out."

In addition to Scott, Griffin, Schweiker, and Cooper, Sens. William B. Saxbe, R Ohio, and John J. Williams, R Del., appear to be leaning toward support of Carswell.

RCA

On Campus Interviews

for Computer Sales and Systems

February 25 & 26

BS, BA and MBA candidates: interview RCA, on campus, for our Computer Sales and Systems Program.

The Program consists of ten weeks of formal training at Cherry Hill, New Jersey that will provide you with a broad knowledge of the field of your choice — Sales or Systems — followed by an assignment at one of our field sales offices located throughout the United States. You will be working directly with the complete Spectra 70 family of computers which are highlighted by large-scale communications and time-sharing applications.

See your placement officer to arrange an interview. Or write to RCA College Relations, Dept. CSS, Building 205-1, Camden, N. J. 08101. We are an equal opportunity employer.
Irish win.. every man does his job

by Jack Schaefer

Observer Sports Writer

If Saturday's 96-95 double overtime win over Notre Dame over Marquette proves anything it is that both teams deserve a berth in the NCAA tournament. Marquette is a strong, exceptionally well coached basketball team. The Irish played their hearts out, never gave up and came away with a deserved victory.

The mark of a great team is that everyone does his job and does it well. Notre Dame certainly showed that it has the capability of being a great team. Sid Catlett, amid cheers of "Sid, Sid", turned in what had to be one of the finest games of his career. He rebounded and blocked shots in an intimidating fashion. Sid also hit on six of eleven of his shots from the field. Sophomore Doug Gemmell, although seeing limited action in the second half, exhibited extraordinary extra point shots while pouring in eleven first half points. 

Collins Jones turned in another of his stellar performances. Jones had seventeen points, fifteen rebounds and five assists and successfully moved the ball in a manner exactly as Tom Sinnott, who Marquette coach Al McGee cited as one of the key players, came off the bench to score eight big points and garner four rebounds. The Milkman Hliga pulled off one of the game's big plays as he drove inside and banked in an 11 foot jumper with time on the clock to give Notre Dame a 92-90 lead.

In addition to Hansen, two other Irish grappers scored pins. Bill Marceau, ranked 126!, nailed his opponent to the mat while freshman Bob Habig (150) notched a pin against John Caroll. Tom Cuccio, Notre Dame's 118-pounder, also met with some success, winning a forfeit and pin against John Caroll and registering a decision victory over Cincinnati.

One of the key players in Notre Dame's 25-11 win over Marquette was Collis Jones, who was instrumental in his team's offensive game plan. A deadly accurate shooter, Jones turned in a game that will be remembered as one of the key moments in the team's season.

The warm confines of the Constantino Fieldhouse once again saw the Irish and Leathernecks go at it with everything they had. It was a battle of two teams that were evenly matched, and neither side was able to gain the upper hand. The Irish held on for a 11-10 victory, but it was a hard-fought win.

Coach Schuett's wards were 0-0 in dual meets and registered a decision victory over Cincinnati.

In addition to Hansen, two other Irish grappers scored pins. Bill Marceau, ranked 126!, nailed his opponent to the mat while freshman Bob Habig (150) notched a pin against John Caroll. Tom Cuccio, Notre Dame's 118-pounder, also met with some success, winning a forfeit and pin against John Caroll and registering a decision victory over Cincinnati.

The Irish head coach, Jack Schaefer, was pleased with the performance of his team. "We wanted to play well tonight," he said. "We knew that Marquette was going to be tough, but we were able to get the job done."

The Irish margin of defeat were 20-17 to John Carroll, 25-11 at Central Michigan and a 64-33 win over Cincinnati.

Jackie Meehan's efforts were praised by his coach. "Jackie is a great player," Schaefer said. "He always gives us a good game."